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Welcome!! Welcome!!

 

 

 

Greetings from burnside with your TUESDAY, April 14th items---did I

mention that we here at bdc still believe street date Tuesdays to be the

God-given unalienable American right day to offer up brand new sonic

recordings…if you want a list of why Friday is the wrong day, let us

know…

 

Here at bdc, Portland is our home.  Do we celebrate the Kingsmen who

made Louie, Louie the (unofficial) national anthem, or Robert Cray or

Elliott Smith or The Wipers or The Hudson Brothers or Quarterflash

or….well that list goes on and the answer is YES we revere them all but

the band that slogged forth for two decades (1987-2006 with “their”

Portland Sound is Dead Moon.  And we have a steaming slab of wax that

captures them live in 1993 at the infamous Satyricon…also available on

CD.

 

In their professional life as The Kennedys and their personal married

life, Pete and Maura Kennedy are celebrating their twentieth

anniversary but instead of a retrospective, they’ve come up with an

album's worth of brand new songs that all have a tip of the hat to their

influences, Byrds, Everlys, British Folk and West Texas pop---WEST has it

all…and well done, as The New Yorker recently noted.

The Foghorn Stringband may be the only old time string band that has

ever played in Borneo.  They represented the US at a festival there a

decade ago.  Now with their 8th album, this Portland aggregation that

has performed worldwide for the last fifteen years encapsulates old

timey music.  It is mountain bluegrass music so raw it makes Bill

Monroe seem slick; it is country music that the Carter Family and Jimmie

Rogers would join in on.  With fiddles on standby and mandolin at alert,

Foghorn gives us a new album that sounds so old it creaks.

 

Two man bands in pop music go back to Santo and Johnny and Don and

Dewey.  Forget your White Stripes and those Black Keys and settle down

with Local H.  With Scott Lucas as the band director they’ve spent the

last quarter of a century cranking out music that speaks so much more

than the label assigned them:  American Alternative Rock Duo.  This

album has more hooks than a fishing boat loaded with guitars as the

catch of the day.  

 

 We wish you all a great Record Store Day 2015…

                                                                               your friends at bdc…
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The Kennedys, West
This year, Americana veterans Pete and Maura Kennedy celebrate their twentieth anniversary both as a

band and a married couple. Rather than indulge in a nostalgic look backward, they've taken Dylan's dictum

"don't look back" to heart; writing and recording a batch of new songs. West is an instant classic duo set

that seamlessly weaves their influences over the last two decades; Buddy Holly style roots, the tuneful

cadences of the Everly Brothers, and the ringing 12-string jangle of the early Byrds, interspersed

with darker moments that recall British folk rock ala Fairport Convention. They knit these disparate

threads into a coat of many colors that sounds like a "best of The Kennedys," but is in reality an all-new

collection of songs. Two decades on, The Kennedys are hitting a songwriting high point, and from that

point they follow the well-worn American path West.

CD
CAT: TK1211

LABEL: The Kennedys, LLC

UPC: 700261418803

PRICE: $13.99

The Foghorn  St ringband, Dev il  in  the Seat
The Foghorn Stringband is the present day shining gold standard for American string band music,

with eight albums, thousands of shows world-wide, over a decade of touring under their belts, and an

entirely new generation of old-time musicians following their lead. Through all this, they've never let the

music grow cold; instead they've been steadily proving that American roots music is a never-ending well of

inspiration. To Foghorn, this music is as relevant today as it was a century ago. They see themselves not

as revivalists, but as curators and ardent fans, and their music is a celebration of these roots. They've

brought in influences and inspirations from their many travels and late-night jam sessions. Old- time

square dance tunes now rub shoulders with Cajun waltzes, vintage honky-tonk songs, and pre-bluegrass

picking. This is the kind of bubbling musical brew which first intoxicated the American mainstream in the

days when "country music" was just being invented.

CD
CAT: FSB008

LABEL: Foghorn Music

UPC: 888295221924

PRICE: $16.99

Suz Sl ezak, Watching  the Night ime Come
Watching the Nighttime Come, the new full length solo album from David Wax Museum vocalist and fiddle

player Suz Slezak, was born out of a desire to bring music to her close friends who were young parents.

Originally, Suz felt inspired to record a small collection of lullabies to give at baby showers. Instead of

trying to mass-produce this homemade collection, it seemed like the perfect time for Suz to professionally

record a solo album. She envisioned a project that would be a more polished and professional version of

the handmade lullaby CD, but with her personal touch. With her own baby on the way, and during a break

from touring with her band, Suz started gathering and writing songs for what became Watching the

Nighttime Come.

CD
CAT: MOTL005

LABEL: Mark of the Leopard

UPC: 616892233848

PRICE: $12.99

AMER ICANA

BLUEGRASS

CH ILDRENS
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The Beaumonts, Get  Ready For
Get Ready For was the debut album by America’s number one porno honky-tonk band, The

Beaumonts. The label has spared no expense in restoring the master tapes rescued from a Bonfire of

Filth sponsored by the Central Lubbock Baptist Church. Once a well kept, dirty secret confined to the Texas

Panhandle, The Beaumonts came to national prominence with their 2013 release, Where Do You Want It?

and have been in rotation on Sirius Outlaw Country Radio ever since. Get Ready For is chock-full of 13

audience pleasing, foot stomping, sing-along favorites including Say What You Want, Let’s Get Drunk,

Money For Drugs and The Boots Stay On (And So Does The Hat). Highly recommended for fans of  Lester

‘Roadhog’ Moran, Bill Hicks and Ron White. Very Explicit - adults only.

CD
CAT: SEX1504

LABEL: Saustex Media

UPC: 614511830126

PRICE: $12.99

Catherine Feeny and Chris Johnedis, 'Catherine Feeny and Chris Johnedis'
Acclaimed songwriter Catherine Feeny met jazz drummer Chris Johnedis after recording her rebellious

fourth solo album, America. She had just come back from the New York Occupy Wall Street protests, and

he was returning from working and studying in Thailand. Two years later, working with producers

Sebastian Rogers (Floetry) and Sheldon Gomberg (Ben Harper, Ricki Lee Jones) in an intense four-day

session in Silverlake, CA, the two created a universe of sound that is spare, yet playful and propulsive.

Leveraging Feeny's quietly costly vocals and classic pop songwriting against Johnedis's exhilarating

polyryhthms, the team masterfully maximized what a single ukulele, a solo voice, a looped guitar and a set

of drums can be. Audiences across the US and Europe have been mesmerized by the spell Feeny and

Johnedis cast on stage.

CD
CAT: FnG024

LABEL: Fluff and Gravy Records

UPC: 857674003383

PRICE: $12.99

V inylCatherine Feeny and Chris Johnedis, Catherine Feeny and Chris Johnedis LP
CAT: FnG024 LABEL: Fluff and Gravy Records UPC: 857674003376 PRICE: $20.99

Blood Drugs, Bl ood Drugs LP
Blood Drugs is an American punk band from Seattle, Washington. Inspired by discordant chords and

Rainier beer, Blood Drugs has compiled a musical sound in the likes of bands such as Rites of Spring and

the Monorchid with lyrical and vocal influence from bands such as Hot Snakes, The Murder City Devils,

and Jawbreaker. This LP is pressed on 160 gram vinyl and contains a digital download card.

Vinyl
CAT: GTD015

LABEL: Good to Die Records

UPC: 819162018132

PRICE: $19.99

And And And, The Fail ure LP
Winners of Willamette Week's 2011 Best New Band poll (past finalists have included Menomena,

Starfucker, and Typhoon), And And And finally are releasing what can only be called the follow-up to that

year's blur of output, culminating with the 2012 Lost EP. They're known for truly epic live shows with no

delineation between stage and offstage or audience member and musician. Recorded over ten days in

San Diego between skateboarding and drinking sessions, the record is fiery and urgent. It evokes classic

grunge-era sounds from the Northwest (think Mudhoney and early Nirvana), but bleeds melody and

passion all its own.

Vinyl
CAT: PDX-009

LABEL: Party Damage Records

UPC: 889211204274

PRICE: $17.99

COUNTRY

FOLK

PUNK

ROCK/POP
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Dead Moon , Tal es from the Grease Trap Vol ume 1: Dead Moon , L ive at  Satyricon
Voodoo Doughnut Recordings presents a blistering-hot live recording by NW punk legends Dead Moon

whose roots go back to the garage rock of the 60s (The Weeds, Lollipop Shoppe). Featuring husband-and-

wife team Fred and Toody Cole on guitar and bass, respectively, and Andrew Loomis on drums, the

recording, from a single performance at Portland's now-defunct temple of grunge Satyricon on April

16, 1993, captures the seminal trio at the peak of their bone-crunching powers. Blending punk, garage

rock and country, Dead Moon creates their own genre of raw, unmistakable stripped-down sound. The

audio, originally captured on an 8-channel analog cassette tape, was mixed and mastered in late 2014.

The result is a fully functional time machine back to the most gritty and dangerous-sounding days of

Portland punk rock.

CD
CAT: VDR 1502

LABEL: Voodoo Doughnut
Recordings

UPC: 616892291541

PRICE: $11.99

V inylDead Moon , Tal es from the Grease Trap Vol ume 1: Dead Moon , L ive at  Satyricon  LP
CAT: VDR 1501 LABEL: Voodoo Doughnut Recordings UPC: 616892271048 PRICE: $16.99

The Doughboys, Hot  Beat  Stew
Feel the power and magic of rock'n'roll! The Doughboys are pleased to present their fourth studio album

Hot Beat Stew - a steaming broth of sixteen sizzling songs. Since their reunion in 2000, The Doughboys

have established themselves as one of the hottest ensembles on the map today releasing albums

acclaimed as "vintage, in-your-face, gorgeously raw rock'n'roll from front to back," and “riff-tastic

rock'n'roll!". Their 2012 release, Shakin' Our Souls, was Little Steven Van Zandt's favorite album of the

year. Little Steven has awarded six Doughboys tracks the honor of being "Coolest Song In The World" on

his Underground Garage channel on Sirius/XM. Hot Beat Stew simmers together all the ingredients and

passion that the guys poured into it.

CD
CAT: RR0807

LABEL: Ram Records

UPC: 820360182426

PRICE: $13.99

The Heaven l y States, HI SS LP
The Heavenly States latest effort is a triple LP in 160g vinyl, housed in a custom embossed trifold

snakeskin-inspired jacket with a full-color printed interior. The gorgeous package includes three full-color

printed inner sleeves featuring photographs of paintings by band member Genevieve Gagon, lyrics, and

candid photos. The 25 tracks recorded suggest this could be the band's masterwork both in sonic quality

and composition. This is the eighth release by The Heavenly States, whose body of work and touring

history span 14 years with each release garnering overwhelming critical acclaim for its lyricism,

eclecticism, bold arrangement, virtuosity and wit. Lead singers and songwriters Ted Nesseth and

Genevieve Gagon also produced HISS.

Vinyl
CAT: THS-HS14-008-LP

LABEL: Love Brand Music

UPC: 614511830621

PRICE: $49.99

ROCK/POP
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Local  H, Hey, Kil l er
Hey, Killer is the Local H’s first full-length record with drummer Ryan Harding and their eighth studio

album overall. Hey, Killer was produced by longtime Local H collaborator Andy Gerber and recorded at

Steve Albini’s Electrical Audio studio and Gerber’s own Million Yen Studios, both in Chicago. While

Local H have earned praise in the past for their catalog of clever concept albums, they are forgoing a

singular theme on Hey, Killer, turning out a non-stop blast of straight-up, hooky, guitar-heavy rock songs --

each one catchier than the last. Frontman Scott Lucas credits Harding’s addition to the band and a self-

imposed time-crunch with the rush of inspiration that spawned Hey, Killer.

CD
CAT: G&P 008

LABEL: G&P Records

UPC: 678277245624

PRICE: $12.99

V inylLocal  H, Hey, Kil l er LP
CAT: G&P 008 LABEL: G&P Records UPC: 678277245716 PRICE: $17.99

Hamil ton  de Hol anda, Worl d of Pixinguinha
Alfredo da Rocha Viana, Jr., known as Pixinguinha--composer, arranger, flautist and saxophonist, was

considered one of the greatest Brazilian composers of popular music, particularly within the genre of

music known as choro. Hamilton de Holanda recognizes that Pixinguinha's musical universe serves as

a bridge between the worlds of choro and jazz. A universe filled with friends and music whose reverent

respect for Pixinguinha's art continues in the decades since he left us. The choice of material here was

random; no attempt was made to create a definitive portrait of the vast work of the master. It was

recorded on a variety of instruments and in different environments, studios, and countries. His humanity

and generosity left a mark on all who knew him; our world would be a smaller place without his music.

Here, then, is our sincere look at the World of Pixinguinha.

CD
CAT: AM 1091 2

LABEL: Adventure Music

UPC: 823421109127

PRICE: $16.99

ROCK/POP

WORLD
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A R TIS T TI TLE C A T TY PE L IS T U PC LA B E L GEN R E O R D ER
Kennedys, The West TK1211 CD $13.99 700261418803 The Kennedys, LLC AMERICANA

Foghorn Stringband, The Devil in the Seat FSB008 CD $16.99 888295221924 Foghorn Music BLUEGRASS

Slezak, Suz Watching the Nightime Come MOTL005 CD $12.99 616892233848 Mark of the Leopard CHILDRENS

Dead Moon Tales from the Grease Trap Volume 1: Dead Moon, Live at
Satyricon

VDR 1502 CD $11.99 616892291541 Voodoo Doughnut
Recordings

ROCK/POP

Dead Moon Tales from the Grease Trap Volume 1: Dead Moon, Live at
Satyricon LP

VDR 1501 Vinyl $16.99 616892271048 Voodoo Doughnut
Recordings

ROCK/POP

Doughboys, The Hot Beat Stew RR0807 CD $13.99 820360182426 Ram Records ROCK/POP

Heavenly States, The HISS LP THS-HS14-008-LP Vinyl $49.99 614511830621 Love Brand Music ROCK/POP

Beaumonts, The Get Ready For SEX1504 CD $12.99 614511830126 Saustex Media COUNTRY

Feeny, Catherine and Chris
Johnedis

'Catherine Feeny and Chris Johnedis' FnG024 CD $12.99 857674003383 Fluff and Gravy Records FOLK

Feeny, Catherine and Chris
Johnedis

Catherine Feeny and Chris Johnedis LP FnG024 Vinyl $20.99 857674003376 Fluff and Gravy Records FOLK

Blood Drugs Blood Drugs LP GTD015 Vinyl $19.99 819162018132 Good to Die Records PUNK

And And And The Failure LP PDX-009 Vinyl $17.99 889211204274 Party Damage Records ROCK/POP

Local H Hey, Killer G&P 008 CD $12.99 678277245624 G&P Records ROCK/POP

Local H Hey, Killer LP G&P 008 Vinyl $17.99 678277245716 G&P Records ROCK/POP

de Holanda, Hamilton World of Pixinguinha AM 1091 2 CD $16.99 823421109127 Adventure Music World
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TOP  TEN ORDER FORM  •  1 0  P I E C E  M I N I M U M  O R D ER  •  FA X :  5 0 3 . 2 3 1 . 0 4 2 0 QT Y

1
Caspar Babypants , NIGHT NI GHT!
LABEL: Aurora Elephant Music CAT: 0009 UPC: 614511829427 PRICE: $13.99
Mellow, relaxing bedtime songs for kids and their parents, NIGHT NIGHT! is a perfect way to wind down and get ready

for dreamland. Caspar Babypants is also known as Chris Ballew, songwriter and lead singer for the Seattle band

The Presidents of the United States of America.

2
Whitehorse , Leave No Bridge Unburned
LABEL: Six Shooter Records CAT: SIX091 UPC: 836766009144 PRICE: $16.99
Leave No Bridge Unburned sees Whitehorse shaping a bolder rock sound. Any assumptions that the husband and

wife duo, Luke Doucet and Melissa McClelland, are working within the boundaries of a folk duo should be put to rest.

Leave No Bridge Unburned is a forceful, finely tuned album with guitar slinging and exceptional songwriting.

3
Blake, Norman , Wood, Wire & Words
LABEL: Western Jubilee Recording Company/Plectr CAT: 48 UPC: 824761144762 PRICE: $16.99
With a career that started in the mid-50s, to this day Norman Blake continues to astound with his Country-Folk-

Bluegrass guitar technique that transcends genre, technological changes and the whims of pop culture. With the

adulations and expectations of players worldwide---the first recording of all original Blake material in over 30 years.

4
Tom Brosseau , Perfect  Abandon
LABEL: Crossbill Records CAT: CBR 030 UPC: 614511828925 PRICE: $11.99
Perfect Abandon is the new album by Tom Brosseau. Produced, engineered and recorded in England by John Parish

(PJ Harvey, Sparklehorse) and Ali Chant, features a 2-piece drum kit, double bass and Stratocaster guitar. Themes of

the songwriting include man struggles to understand divinity, betrayal of a kinsman, discovery, individualism, love.

5
Los Angeles Guitar Quartet , New Renaissance
LABEL: LAGQ Records CAT: LAGQ 0315 UPC: 616892276449 PRICE: $15.99
The Los Angeles Guitar Quartet’s new album, New Renaissance, gives a modern spin to Renaissance masterworks.

With over 15 recordings, the pioneering LAGQ established themselves as the “State of the Art” in guitar ensembles.

Their repertoire runs from Bach to gamelan, reggae to rock, and Classical warhorses to incisive modern works.

6
ECI D , PHEROMONE HEAVY
LABEL: Fill In The Breaks CAT: FITB-37 UPC: 707541844895 PRICE: $13.99
Minneapolis rapper/producer Ecid has been operating on the fringes of rap music for close to a decade. He single-

handedly orchestrates every detail of his songs. The beats are ambitious, soaked in a monstrous, bombastic glory

with moments of blissful minimalism that prepare you for the next smile-inducing surprise.

7
L itt l e Freddie King , Messin '  Around Tha L iv ing  Room
LABEL: MadeWright Records CAT: MWR70 UPC: 888295214513 PRICE: $15.99
 Little Freddie King is a key figure in the New Orleans’s music scene and brings unrivaled enthusiasm, passion and

style to his performances. His style is rooted in a unique combination of Mississippi country and New Orleans urban

flavor to make a gumbo of Blues that unleashes his pride in both regions.

8
Wil l ey, Kira , How to be a Cl oud: Yoga Songs for Kids Vol . 3
LABEL: Fireflies Records CAT: FR 003 UPC: 700261412207 PRICE: $13.99
How To Be a Cloud is the 3rd album from Kira Willey, nationally recognized kindie artist and children's yoga teacher.

How to be a Cloud, in an eco-friendly digipak with full lyrics and colorful illustrations, includes 13 songs plus 9

instructional Yoga Tracks. Sweet vocals, catchy melodies and heartfelt lyrics are the hallmarks of Willey's style.

9
Gendron , Myriam , Not  So Deep as a Wel l
LABEL: Mama Bird Recording Co. CAT: MB007 UPC: 616892267744 PRICE: $12.99
Myriam Gendron, a copy-editor and book dealer, dicovered Not So Deep as a Well, an anthology of Dorothy Parker

poetry. Parker's poems hit just the right note and Myriam began putting them to music. The album, also titled Not So

Deep as a Well, is one of love and hate, all at once brutal, mischievous, humorous and blue.

10
Tagaq, Tanya , An imism
LABEL: Six Shooter Records CAT: SIX086 UPC: 836766008642 PRICE: $16.99
Tanya Tagaq’s music is a genre unto itself. Tagaq’s unique vocal style is rooted in traditional cultural form, but her

expression aligns with avant-garde improvisation, classical Expressionism and electronica, which inform her startling

and powerful creative vision. Animism is making waves for its originality, artistic importance and stunning uniqueness.
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